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In late March, the heads of the Latin American Economic System (Sistema Economico
Latinoamericano, SELA) agreed to present a formal proposal at the next full conference of SELA's
27 member states that would create a permanent forum for delegates from Latin American and
Caribbean countries to jointly evaluate the benefits and shortfalls of privatization programs
throughout the hemisphere. The forum would be aimed at improving the terms and conditions of
privatization programs, both to generate more interest among private investors and to maximize
the public benefits derived from the sale of state enterprises. According to a new report prepared by
SELA, which was presented at the latest conference of SELA heads in Caracas in late March, as of
the end of 1994 a total of US$50.374 billion had been earned from the sale of public firms throughout
the region since 1985, when privatization programs were first launched at the behest of multilateral
lending institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
The program first began in earnest in Chile, and then gained momentum in 1989 when Argentina,
Colombia, and Mexico began selling off state businesses in their countries. Since 1992, however,
aggressive privatization programs have gripped most of Central and South America, as Bolivia,
Brazil, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela, among others, all enthusiastically
launched plans to sell off most state institutions in their respective nations. Mexico leads the region
in profits from privatization, having earned US$22.5 billion from the sale of public firms since 1989.
Argentina is the runner up, with US$10.354 billion in profits, followed by Brazil with US$7 billion in
earnings, and Peru with US$3.5 billion.
The privatization program in Latin America forms part of a global effort to roll back state
intervention in the economy around the world, with particularly aggressive efforts to sell off state
enterprises now underway in the former communist countries of Eastern Europe. Just in 1994, about
US$60 billion was earned from the sale of state enterprises around the globe, according to the SELA
report.
The public benefits from privatization programs in Latin America have been mixed, although SELA
directors stress that it is still too early to assess the real impact of the program. On the positive side,
the sale of state firms has improved government finances in most countries, not just from income
earned from the sales, but from the increase in taxes paid by newly privatized businesses as well as
the reduction in government subsidies for inefficient state enterprises. In addition, in many cases
the new owners of firms have greatly improved the services offered to the public. And, private
investors have also frequently modernized their businesses with the incorporation of expensive
state-of-the- art technology too costly for the government to have purchased, thereby increasing
the productivity and competitiveness of privatized industries. On the negative side, privatizations
have often led to huge price increases for goods and services, massive layoffs of civil servants, and in
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some cases the bankruptcy of newly privatized firms because those companies could not compete in
the marketplace after losing government subsidies.
Given the disparity in the results of privatization from one country to the next, as well as the
different levels of success of privatized enterprises within each country, SELA plans to propose the
creation of a permanent forum, with representatives from all of SELA's 27 member states, to study
the impact of privatization throughout the hemisphere. The forum would promote dialogue among
member governments, an interchange of experiences, and periodic evaluations of the impact of
privatization programs in targeted countries to allow each country to benefit from the experiences of
the others. The forum would also examine the outcome of privatization programs in other regions of
the world, with the end goal of improving privatization efforts in Latin America and the Caribbean
to increase the public benefits from the sale of state enterprises and to attract greater interest from
domestic and foreign investors. SELA, which will present the proposal at the May 22-23 conference
of SELA member states, will also seek World Bank and Inter- American Development Bank (IDB)
support to finance the forum's creation and operating expenses. (Sources: Inter Press Service,
03/30/95; Reuter, Agence France-Presse, 03/31/95; Associated Press, 04/03/95)
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